
1. Introduction
Different regions of the global ocean are connected by currents and eddies. From a Lagrangian perspec-
tive, these currents and eddies facilitate the exchange of fluid parcels, that move along chaotic trajectories 
which change through space and time. Lagrangian ocean analysis enables studying the pathways of objects 
suspended in fluid (van Sebille et al., 2018), such as plastics (Hardesty et al., 2017) or the larvae of marine 
species (Jacobi et al., 2012; Rossi et al., 2014). With knowledge of how particles travel through different 
geographical areas of a fluid domain, we can investigate the connectivity of these areas.

In the context of the ocean, connectivity is a widely used term in marine ecology and marine spatial plan-
ning, relating to the larval exchange of a species between different, geographically separated subpopulations 
(Cowen & Sponaugle,  2009; Rossi et  al.,  2014). The modeling of larval dispersal has been simplified by 
considering larvae as passive particles (Andrello et al., 2013), sometimes also neglecting vertical effects by 
modeling them as buoyant particles (Rossi et al., 2014). With these simplifications, the definition of con-
nectivity becomes more general, and relates to the exchange of any passive particle between geographical 
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connected to one another, we create a division into clusters based on the exchange of virtual particles 
between regions. To do so, we divide the Arctic Ocean into boxes. Then, we release particles in each box, 
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Infomap, we group boxes into clusters based on their particle exchange. Knowledge about this regional 
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often coincide with ocean currents, showing that currents provide barriers to ocean transport. We also 
find that the cluster division is affected by sea ice. Since the amount of sea ice in the Arctic differs across 
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seasonally and over multiple years. Because Infomap returns different cluster divisions of similar quality 
each time it is run, we consider the common properties of multiple solutions in our analysis.
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regions. Measures of connectivity thus become applicable to other objects that can be modeled as Lagrangi-
an particles, such as marine debris (Maximenko et al., 2012), phytoplankton (Broekhuizen, 1999), or fluid 
parcels themselves. Globally, this definition of connectivity of the ocean surface has been investigated using 
the Lagrangian approach in the context of identifying basins of attraction (Froyland et al., 2014).

Several marine-ecological modeling studies have aimed to quantify connectivity between localized popula-
tion sites by clustering sets of regions that have an internally high connectivity (Andrello et al., 2013; Jacobi 
et al., 2012; Thomas et al., 2014). Rossi et al. (2014) generalized this approach by not just clustering spatially 
separated regions, but instead considering an entire fluid domain. To do so, they describe flow in the Med-
iterranean Sea as a Lagrangian flow network and use the community detection algorithm Infomap (Rosvall 
et al., 2009) to divide the network into clusters that are sparsely connected with one another, referred to 
as hydrodynamic provinces. This approach was first presented in the context of larval exchange, since the 
boundaries between hydrodynamic provinces can be understood as barriers to larval transport. However, 
when passive buoyant particles are considered, this approach bears relevance to geophysical fluid transport 
in general, since boundaries between clusters can be interpreted as barriers to flow itself (Ser-Giacomi 
et al., 2015a). Besides clustering fluid domains, Lagrangian flow networks have also been used to assess con-
nectivity based on particle exchange and retention between regions (Dubois et al., 2016), and to determine 
the most probable particle pathways between regions (Ser-Giacomi et al., 2015b).

In recent years, much work has aimed to detect Lagrangian coherent structures (LCSs), which are deline-
ated by material lines that are linearly stable or unstable for longer times than surrounding regions (Haller 
& Yuan, 2000). LCS detection methods are varied in nature and rely on different underlying definitions of 
what constitutes an LCS (see Hadjighasem et al.  [2017] for a comparison). Some methods provide diag-
nostic scalar fields that highlight coherent structures, while others yield partitions of a domain in which 
each cluster is maximally coherent (or equivalently, the exchange between clusters is minimized). Hydro-
dynamic provinces are not only characterized by small fluid exchange across their boundaries, but also by 
high-internal mixing (Rossi et al., 2014; Ser-Giacomi et al., 2015a), which bears relevance to marine ecology 
in particular and implies a high reachability of different locations within hydrodynamic provinces over 
time. The high-internal mixing is an important distinction between LCSs and the hydrodynamic provinces 
investigated here. The two may bear some relations: attracting and repelling material lines govern which 
regions of a domain are reachable for particles, thus influencing connectivity and, in turn, the topology of 
hydrodynamic provinces. A full comparison, however, is beyond the scope of this research.

We aim to investigate surface connectivity in the Arctic and subarctic oceans through the identification of 
hydrodynamic provinces using the Lagrangian flow network approach. We confine ourselves to the surface, 
which is relevant for buoyant particles, such as larvae and marine debris. The Arctic provides an interesting 
domain of study for several reasons. First, to our knowledge, no previous clustering studies have been car-
ried out in the Arctic domain. Moreover, the Infomap algorithm has thus far only been applied to closed-do-
main Lagrangian flow networks (Rossi et al., 2014; Ser-Giacomi et al., 2015a), while the Arctic and subarctic 
Oceans comprise a domain that is, open at the southern boundary. We thus test whether this approach is 
successful at identifying meaningful communities in open domains.

Second, the Arctic Ocean experiences strong seasonal variations in the strength and location of ocean cur-
rents. These currents may hinder transport between different regions, and it is insightful to see whether 
they thus act as boundaries between hydrodynamic provinces. Currents that shape the circulation in the 
ice-free regions of the Arctic and that we expect to affect clustering patterns include the Norwegian Current, 
the West Spitsbergen Current, the East Icelandic Current and the Irminger Current. Within regions con-
taining sea ice, the Beaufort Gyre dominates the surface flow pattern. An overview of important currents 
and oceanic structures in the Arctic is presented in supporting information Text S1. The Arctic Ocean is 
also subject to seasonal variations in the sea ice extent, with sea-ice affecting surface flow as well (Goosse 
& Fichefet,  1999). These variations influence the location of barriers to flow. We compare connectivity 
between different seasons and years, in order to see which physical mechanisms are governing barriers to 
transport.

Lastly, the average Arctic sea ice extent has been decreasing over the past decades and is very likely to 
decrease in the future (Comiso, 2012; Vaughan et al., 2013). Since this decrease will cause a potentially 
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irreversible shift into a new climatic state (Polyakov et al., 2013), it is insightful to see whether these devel-
opments are reflected in the topology of hydrodynamic provinces.

We also aim to describe important considerations when using this approach and to raise caveats that have 
not been previously discussed. This includes a discussion of the physical interpretation of communities 
found by the community detection algorithm Infomap (Rosvall et al., 2009), which may also be relevant 
to other community detection methods in flow networks. Moreover, community detection algorithms in 
complex networks have been shown to be sensitive to degenerate solutions, meaning that many good solu-
tions may exist, while their topology may significantly differ (Calatayud et al., 2019; Good et al., 2010). We 
therefore, assess which structures are persistently found across different solutions.

2. Theory
2.1. Constructing Lagrangian Flow Networks

By mapping flow onto a network, the dynamics of the fluid system are captured by the topology of the 
network (Molkenthin et al., 2015). The explicit characterization of a fluid as a network constructed from 
Lagrangian trajectories was first introduced by Rossi et al. (2014) and later described from a more technical 
perspective by Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a). This method constructs Lagrangian flow networks based on par-
ticle or mass exchange between boxes in a discretized domain. Other methods define network representa-
tions based on distances between Lagrangian particle trajectories (Hadjighasem et al., 2016; Wichmann 
et al., 2020), or close encounters of such trajectories (Padberg-Gehle & Schneide, 2017). A discussion of 
different methods to construct network representations of flow systems is found in Donner et al. (2019).

The Lagrangian flow network characterization enables us to analyze fluid dynamics using the vast tool-
box of network science (see Newman [2010] for an overview). A frequently recurring problem in network 
science is the division of a network into communities of nodes that are well connected among each other, 
with only sparse connections between distinct communities (Newman & Girvan, 2004). For comparisons 
between the many approaches that have been proposed for solving this problem, see Danon et al. (2005) 
and Fortunato (2010). In the context of Lagrangian flow networks, ideally such a network division yields 
barriers to fluid transport, with fluid being unlikely to cross these barriers. Simultaneously, high connectiv-
ity within a network community should correspond to the fluid within one community being well-mixed.

A network representation of a system comprises a graph G = (V, E), consisting of a set of nodes, V, and a 
set of edges, E, where an edge (i, j) ∈ E forms a connection between nodes i, j ∈ V. Additionally, these edges 
may be directed, so that an edge from node i to node j is distinct from an edge from j to i. Moreover, edges 
may take on weights wij, which can correspond to the importance of a connection or the relative volume of 
the flow. In our practical application, V and E are finite sets.

When mapping fluid flow as a network, the fluid domain needs to be discretized in order to represent the 
continuous flow by the finite sets V and E. We can divide the flow domain into a set of NB bins, B = {Bi, i = 1, 
…, NB}, and consider the flow between different bins. These bins then form the nodes of the network, while 
the flow between bins is captured by the edges between nodes. Since the flow between bins is directional 
and can differ in magnitude, edges should be weighted and directed.

The flow between bins depends on the initial state of the fluid at time t0 and the time interval τ in which the 
flow is considered. In Lagrangian flow networks, we establish a connection between node i and node j if 
there is exchange of fluid from the corresponding bin Bi to bin Bj in the time interval [t0, t0 + τ]. The weight 
of edge (i, j) is taken proportional to the amount of fluid that is, transported from Bi to Bj.

From a Lagrangian perspective, fluid transport can be approximated from the initial and final positions 
in the trajectories of ideal fluid particles. These trajectories can be determined through integration of the 
equations of motion of particles. Final particle positions X (t0 + τ) are then given by

0
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( ) ( ) ( ( ), ) ,
t

t
t t t t dt
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where v(x, t) is the time-dependent Eulerian velocity field (van Sebille et al., 2018). Then, the right-hand 
side of Equation 1 defines the flow map 0Φt

 , which maps the initial location x of a fluid particle to its final 
location.

Given m(Bi) Lagrangian particles initially being distributed in bin Bi ∈ B, we can approximate the flow prob-
ability between bins by considering the fraction of particles traveling from bin Bi to bin Bj in time window 
[t0, t0 + τ] by

0
0

#{ : and Φ ( ) }
( , ) ,

( )
i t j

ij
i

x x B x B
t

m B




 

P (2)

which allows us to construct a transition matrix P(t0, τ) (Froyland et al., 2014; Rossi et al., 2014; Ser-Giacomi 
et al., 2015a). Therefore, P(t0, τ) defines the approximation of our flow as a Markov chain. As long as fluid 
parcels, or equivalently, particle trajectories are conserved, P(t0, τ) is row-stochastic, such that for each bin 
Bi, we have

1

0( , ) 1
j

ij
NB

t 


P (3)

and each element is nonnegative. Note that the definition of our transition matrix (2) only considers the 
initial and final location of the particles, and thus contains no information about fluid exchange between 
bins at intermediate times.

The transition matrix P(t0, τ) can be used as an adjacency matrix to generate a graph 0tG
 , which is our 

network representation of the flow. Each row and column index corresponds to a node, and the weight of 
an edge w(i, j) is given by the entry 0( , )ijt P . In the network representation of the fluid, edge weights thus 
correspond to the probability that a particle travels between bins and the row-stochastic property of P(t0, τ) 
ensures that the sum of the weights of outgoing edges for any given node is 1.

2.2. Community Detection and Infomap

Hydrodynamic provinces should be characterized by little fluid exchange between provinces, while their 
interior should be well-mixed, meaning that fluid from one location in the hydrodynamic province is ex-
changed evenly to other locations in the province. These two criteria can be translated into concepts from 
network science, where they correspond to the goal of community detection (Ser-Giacomi et al., 2015a). Re-
spectively, different communities should be sparsely connected, while communities themselves correspond 
to well-connected regions in the graph.

There is no single definition of what constitutes a community. Some networks exhibit clear community 
structures that can be identified visually, while some networks exhibit no clear community structure at 
all. Even when there exist spatial differences in connectedness that hint at the presence of communities, it 
often is not apparent where community boundaries should be drawn exactly. Moreover, it is important to 
determine a spatial scale at which the investigation of communities can lead to meaningful results, since 
communities may exhibit a nested, multilevel structure (Kheirkhahzadeh et al., 2016). A definition of what 
constitutes a community implicitly depends on the detection strategy used, causing different algorithms to 
detect community structures of different nature (Rosvall et al., 2017).

One popular family of methods for detecting communities is modularity maximization (Newman, 2010; 
Newman & Girvan, 2004). This strategy relies on the comparison of a given network with a random net-
work or another null model, in order to determine which regions of the network exhibit more connections 
than would be expected in a random network. While modularity maximization is popular, it requires null 
models which carry no obvious meaning with respect to flow networks, thus lacking a physical interpre-
tation (Ser-Giacomi et al., 2015a). In addition, these methods suffer from a resolution limit, preventing us 
from detecting communities smaller than a specific scale that is, determined by the size of the total network 
(Fortunato & Barthelemy, 2007).
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Instead, Rossi et al. (2014) and Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a) propose using the Infomap community detection 
method (Rosvall et al., 2009) for detecting hydrodynamic provinces. Infomap is a community detection algo-
rithm that takes edge directionality and weights into account and its solutions are less likely to be impacted 
by a resolution limit than other methods (Kawamoto & Rosvall, 2015). In addition, it can find communities 
that may differ in size. Infomap also allows the study of community structures at different scales, either 
through identifying nested communities (Edler et al.,  2017), or through a tuning parameter that affects 
community sizes (Kheirkhahzadeh et al., 2016). It was first introduced by Rosvall and Bergstrom (2008) and 
was expanded on and presented as a software package by Rosvall et al. (2009).

Infomap uses an information-theoretic approach to identify communities based on how flow within a net-
work is constrained by its topology. Infomap simulates flow by considering the movement of random walk-
ers on a network. Specifically, it aims to partition the network into communities such that it minimizes the 
average length of encoded trajectories of random walkers, which traverse the network with probabilities 
corresponding to the local importance of edges. For our flow network, edge weights directly correspond 
to the transition probabilities of Lagrangian particles. The transition probabilities of Lagrangian particles 
will thus be used by Infomap to drive the movement of the random walkers. We will briefly explain the 
basic principles and intuitions behind Infomap and subsequent extensions (Kheirkhahzadeh et al., 2016; 
Lambiotte & Rosvall, 2012) that are important for understanding our results. A more detailed account can 
be found in the supporting information (see Text S2).

Infomap capitalizes on the fact that trajectories of random walkers can be encoded into strings of bits by 
using Huffman codes (Huffman, 1952), an optimally efficient encoding method. A particle’s trajectory can 
be described as a sequence of visited nodes in the flow network. Each node is assigned a unique string of 
bits, called a codeword. Huffman codes are optimally efficient by assigning short codewords to nodes that 
have a high ergodic visiting frequency, and longer codewords to nodes that are visited less often. An added 
constraint is that no codeword can be the prefix of another, limiting the set of possible codewords. Through 
this method, we can communicate a node-to-node trajectory of a random walker using a concatenated 
sequence of codes, which we refer to as a path description. By assigning shorter codewords to frequently 
visited nodes, the average length of a path description is minimized. The length of codewords will grow in 
size as the number of nodes in the network increases, as more bits are needed to describe a node using a 
prefix-free codeword. This in turn leads to longer path descriptions.

Rather than describing a network only in terms of nodes and edges, we can consider the nodes in a network 
to be divided into communities. When a network is made up of communities that are characterized by few 
edges between communities and many edges within a community, a random walker is likely to spend a long 
time within a community before moving to another. This allows the construction of a two-level encoding 
system, using a separate encoding for the events of entering each community and for the movement of a 
random walker within a community. For the latter, each community is given its proper encoding, allowing 
codewords to be reused between different communities. Since codewords are reused, they can be shorter. 
It is important that random walkers are unlikely to switch between communities, since that would require 
sending an extra codeword recording this switch, thus increasing the length of a path description. Finding 
a good division into communities will thus yield shorter path descriptions. This implies a minimization 
strategy for finding good communities, namely to find a community partition that minimizes the average 
length of codewords used in a random walk.

Rather than explicitly determining the most efficient encoding for a given community division, Infomap 
instead takes advantage of concepts from information theory to find the theoretical lower bound of the 
average codeword length (codelength). Given a partition P that divides the n nodes in V into c communities 
α = 1, 2, …, c, this lower bound is denoted by L(P). To find an expression for this lower bound, Shannon’s 
source coding theorem is used (Shannon, 1948), which implies that the average length of a codeword is 
bounded from below by the entropy of the random variable X, the n states of which are described by n 
distinct codewords. With pi denoting the frequency of occurrence of a state, the Shannon entropy is then 
given by

1
2( ) log ( ).

i
i i

n
H X p p


  (4)
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The information-theoretical lower bound on the average length of a codeword describing a step of the ran-
dom walk is then found through a weighted average of the entropy associated to the length of the codewords 
describing entering a new community and the entropies corresponding to the codewords describing steps 
within each community. This is captured in the map equation:

1
( ) ( ) ( ).

c
L q H p H


 


  P    (5)

Here ( )H   is the frequency-weighted average codelength corresponding to switching between communities, 
while ( )H   is the frequency-weighted average codelength describing steps within a community α. These 
entropy terms are respectively weighted by the probability that a random walker exits a community, q↷, and 
the probability of using the codes corresponding to steps in community α, denoted by p. Instead of evaluat-
ing these terms by simulating the movement of random walkers on the network, they can be calculated from 
the transition matrix 0( , )ijt P . This is explained in detail in the supporting information (Text S2).

We can tune the typical size at which Infomap detects community structures in a network. This allows us to 
examine connectivity at a scale that is, useful for investigating oceanographic structures. This is done through 
the Markov-time parameter mt , which governs the amount of steps a random walker is allowed to take before 
its position is recorded into the path description (Schaub et al., 2012a; Schaub 2012b). Generally, a higher val-
ue of mt  means the random walker can travel more, thus making it more likely to transition to different areas 
of the network and thus increasing the average size of communities in order to keep the average codelength 
short. Note that the typical size of a community is also determined by the integration time, with longer in-
tegration times yielding more particle dispersal, thus connecting more areas of the network. Increasing the 
Markov-time, in contrast, tunes the spatial scale of connectivity without considering the flow itself at longer 
time scales. An account of how mt  relates to the map Equation 5 is found in the supporting information 
(Text S3).

Infomap uses a stochastic and recursive heuristic algorithm to minimize the map equation. Its core al-
gorithm roughly follows the following steps. Initially, each node is assigned its own community. Then, 
in random order, each node is moved to the neighboring community that would reduce L the most (see 
Equation 5), unless no move reduces L, in which case the node remains in its original community. It then 
applies this iteration recursively until no move results in a reduction of L. After that, Infomap is recursively 
applied on the resulting partition, now using the communities as nodes, until L can be no longer reduced. 
This causes Infomap to find local minima of L.

The use of a heuristic and stochastic approach has important implications. Most importantly, due to its sto-
chastic nature, different passes of InfomSap can yield different locally optimal solutions. The algorithm may 
be run multiple times such that the partition P that yields the lowest value of L(P) can be picked as a final 
solution. However, many degenerate solutions may exist, which all have similar values of L while they may 
exhibit considerable topological differences (Calatayud et al., 2019; Good et al., 2010). The transition matrices 
used by Infomap are by themselves already approximations of the real surface flow. This means that when 
one solution aP  has a slightly lower value of L than another solution bP  while exhibiting a significantly differ-
ent topology, there is no reason to assume that solution aP  carries more physical meaning than bP . Investigat-
ing the structure of only one solution might be misleading, especially when a community structure is weak 
(Calatayud et al., 2019). While some communities are consistently found across different good solutions, oth-
ers may not. Different solutions can be merged to find a consensus solution (Lancichinetti & Fortunato, 2012; 
Strehl & Ghosh, 2003), but in doing so, information on which community boundaries are weak may be lost. 
Instead, it is insightful to compare multiple solutions to see on which structures solutions agree and to figure 
out in which regions of the network the community structures are weaker (Calatayud et al., 2019).

2.3. Quality of Hydrodynamic Provinces

Infomap’s sole criterion for finding a good partition P is minimizing L(P), which carries no obvious physical 
meaning. We can assess the quality of solutions found by Infomap through two other measures, relating 
to the goals of community detection. First, the ratio between Lagrangian particles leaving and staying in a 
hydrodynamic province within time τ should be low. This criterion interprets hydrodynamic provinces as 
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almost-invariant areas of fluid, such that flow within a region A is nearly mapped onto itself after time τ: 
0Φ ( )t A A   (Ser-Giacomi et al., 2015a). Second, hydrodynamic provinces should have strong internal mix-

ing, making sure that different areas of each hydrodynamic province exchange fluid.

Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a) propose two quality parameters to assess the extent to which these criteria are 
met. The first criterion is assessed through the coherence ratio, 0 ( )t

  , measuring the ratio between particles 
that leave and stay within a community α within time step τ.

0,
0

( ) ( , )
( ) .

( )
i iji j

t
ii

m B t

m B





  







P

 (6)

For a partition P that divides the domain into c communities α = 1, …, c, the global coherence ratio is the 
average of the coherence ratio of each community:

1

0 0
1( ) #{ | } ( ).t i t

cB
B i

N


    


 P (7)

Unlike in Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a), here the global coherence ratio is weighted by the amount of bins in 
a community, such that we minimize the effect of small communities produced by noise in the data. The 
coherence ratio is determined only through 0( , )ijt P , which is constructed from only the initial and final 
particle locations, meaning that particles may temporarily leave a community within the interval [t0, t0 + τ].

The second criterion is assessed using a measure of mixing proposed by Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a). The 
mixing parameter indicates how strongly fluid within a community is mixed. To do so, only flow occurring 
within a community α is considered, which we can represent through a reduced transition matrix

0
0

0

( , )
( , | ) , , .

( , )
ij

ij
ikk

t
t i j

t


  



 

P

R
P (8)

The mixing parameter for a community 0 ( )tM    is given by the normalized sum of the Shannon entropy 
associated to the transition probabilities between each pair of bins:

0 0,
0

( , | ) log ( , | )
( ) ,

log
ij iji j

t
t t

M
Q Q



 

   
 


 R R

 (9)

with Qα = #{Bi|i ∈ α}. The mixing parameter reaches its maximum value of one when particles within a bin 

Bi, i ∈ α are dispersed uniformly to all other boxes in α ( 1 ,ij i j
Q

  R ). The global mixing parameter 

is then the weighted average of the mixing parameter

1

0 0
1( ) ( ).t t

cB
M Q M

N


 

 


 P (10)

For practical applications such as investigating barriers to transport, a third, qualitative, criterion can be 
added, namely that the communities found by Infomap take on spatial scales that are useful for identi-
fying these barriers. The Markov-time parameter mt  in Infomap allows us to change the spatial scale for 
investigation, and may thus be used to fulfill this criterion. This criterion is not considered by Ser-Giacomi 
et al. (2015a). It cannot be stated a priori what value of mt  should be used. Instead, it is a tuning parameter 
that can be adjusted to find structures at an appropriate spatial scale. It can be tuned after inspecting the 
spatial scale of communities found by Infomap for the default value mt  = 1.0.

3. Materials and Methods
Our methods for finding hydrodynamic provinces from a Lagrangian flow network closely follow the ap-
proach by Rossi et al. (2014) and Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a) as described in the previous section. Machine 
configuration and running times are found in the supporting information (Text S4).
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3.1. Hydrodynamical Data

To describe the hydrodynamics in the Arctic we use the Global Ocean Physical Reanalysis product (GLOB-
AL_REANALYSIS_PHY_001_030) (Fernandez et al., 2018), made available by the Copernicus Marine Envi-
ronment Monitoring Service (CMEMS). This product provides reanalysis data for the global ocean at a res-
olution of 1/12°, corresponding to a latitudinal length of 9.3 km per grid cell. However, the first baroclinic 
Rossby radius of deformation, which is the natural scale of baroclinic boundary currents, eddies and fronts 
takes values between 1 and 16 km in the Arctic Ocean, sometimes even assuming values below 1 km in 
shallow seas like the Barents Sea (Nurser & Bacon, 2014). Therefore, eddies, fronts and boundary currents 
of these scales are not resolved in certain regions of the Arctic. Instead, we resolve larger-scale or aggregate 
structures larger than our grid size.

While hydrodynamical data is provided for 50 vertical levels, we only use the uppermost layer at 0.49 m 
depth to describe dynamics at the surface, which is relevant to buoyant particle transport. The data set 
contains daily mean fields over the period 1993–2018, for which ocean surface altimetry data and satellite 
sea ice data are available. This enables us to investigate how seasonality and annual trends influence the 
topology, coherence and mixing of hydrodynamic provinces. Moreover, the temporal resolution and extent 
allows us to investigate the persistence of features over time.

The reanalysis product is constructed by assimilating model output from the NEMO 3.1 ocean model 
(NEMO System Team, n.d.) and the LIM2 EVP sea ice model (Goosse & Fichefet, 1999) with observa-
tional data. While values in NEMO and LIM2 are computed on a tripolar Arakawa C-grid, final fields are 
interpolated on a regular Arakawa A-grid. This is a reason for caution, since a resolution increase on the 
interpolated A-grid as we move poleward does not correspond to smaller scale structures being resolved 
any better. In fact, closer to the pole, many grid cell values may be interpolated from just a few cells on 
the C-grid.

Atmospheric forcings are provided with 3- and 24-hourly frequencies by the ERA-interim dataset (Dee 
et al., 2011) provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts.

In order to investigate the effect of sea ice on the topology of hydrodynamic provinces, we also use the prod-
uct’s sea ice concentration fields. The sea ice concentration in each grid cell is defined as the fraction of the 
cell’s area that is, covered by sea ice. Sea ice thickness and sea ice velocities are not considered, since the 
presence of sea ice in our upper layer is implicitly incorporated in our velocity fields.

3.2. Spatial Domain

To study the Arctic, we limit ourselves to an open domain defined above 60°N and only load hydrodynam-
ical data for this area (see Figure S2 in the supporting information). An inherent effect of having a domain 
with an open boundary is a loss of connectivity information. There is a possibility that at a time scale τ, 
two geographic regions within our domain may exchange fluid parcels through currents or eddies that 
(partially) fall outside of the domain. The loss of information is dependent on the time scale τ at which the 
trajectories of fluid parcels are investigated, and therefore on the distance from the boundary of our domain: 
the further a parcel is from the boundary, the less probable it is to reach the boundary within our integration 
time τ, so information is lost less likely.

In particular, our domain choice causes the Denmark Strait and Davis Strait to be disconnected, since the 
southernmost tip of Greenland lies outside the domain. The East Greenland Current flows around this tip 
at Cape Farewell where it transitions into the weaker West Greenland Current. This is a clear example of a 
location where information loss occurs: trajectories between the east and west of Greenland cannot be re-
solved, so although these areas may be connected by flow, this is not visible in our Lagrangian flow network.

3.3. Domain Discretization

The domain needs to be discretized into bins of comparable shape and size in order for the hydrodynamics 
to be mapped onto a network. Since we are considering the Arctic, we cannot use a regular grid for this, 
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since the convergence of the meridians causes bins to have drastically varying areas. To circumvent curva-
ture-related issues, we use a icosahedral-hexagonal grid, which is composed of a tessellation of hexagons 
and 12 pentagons, which are all of similar size and shape. A detailed account of its construction is found in 
the supporting information (Text S5).

Next to their desirable isotropy, another advantage of icosahedral-hexagonal grids is that adjacent 
bins always share a border. This is in contrast to regular grids, where the rectangular bins have diag-
onal neighbors. In our grid, particles leaving a bin always spend some time in directly neighboring 
bins.

3.4. Particle Simulation

Particle trajectories are calculated through fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration in the Parcels Lagrangian 
framework (version 2.1.2) (Delandmeter & van Sebille, 2019). Even though we consider passive buoyant 
particles, Parcels allows us to specify particle behavior, which is useful for setting the boundary conditions 
at our open boundary and at the coast. At the open boundary, we freeze particles that reach latitudes below 
60°N. Therefore, in our transition matrix, transport to regions outside the domain is represented through 
the bins that lie at the boundary. We choose this strategy over a leaking system where particles leave the 
domain, because it is useful to determine the connectivity of the regions of exit with respect to the rest of 
the domain. Another solution to capture transport outside of the domain is to represent the Atlantic and 
Pacific basins south of the domain by singular absorbing nodes. However, this would cause a large fraction 
of all outgoing links to point to these two nodes, which can cause Infomap to cluster large geographically 
separated regions together solely because they share the same absorbing node.

Particles may also get stuck as they get pushed toward cells where their speed becomes zero. This can be 
the case at land cells, where the meridional and zonal velocity fields become zero. Particles can reach these 
cells since the velocity fields do not have impermeable boundary conditions at the coast. Although we could 
specify a boundary condition where particles reaching the coast are sent back into the ocean domain, meth-
ods to do so are ambiguous. Rossi et al. (2014) and Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a) remove these stuck particles. 
Instead, we keep these stuck particles in P(t0, τ), and interpret this as the beaching of buoyant particles.

We choose a domain discretization using an icosahedral-hexagonal grid at grid level 7. At this refinement 
level, the average area of a hexagonal bin in the Voronoi diagram is 3,113 km2, while the average distance 
between adjacent bin centers is 60.16 km (0.54°). To assess Infomap’s sensitivity to the bin size (and thus to 
the total number of nodes), we repeat a part of our analysis with icosahedral-hexagonal bins at grid level 
6 (see supporting information Text S6). We initialize our particles on the vertices of the triangles of the 
icosahedral grid at grid level 11, such that distances between particles are about 3.8 km, smaller than the 
hydrodynamic grid scale. Particles that lie on land are removed, leaving a total of 1,450,665 particles to be 
simulated. Bins that contain no land initially contain between 253 and 258 particles, the slight variation 
being due to irregularities in the grid. The number of initial particles in bins that contain land may be much 
lower. The refinement levels for domain discretization and particle initialization are chosen such as to 
balance accuracy (a sufficiently fine resolution and large number of particles per bin) with computational 
efficiency (total number of particles).

To investigate connectivity at different time scales, we simulate particle trajectories for an advection time 
of 90 days. Particle locations are stored daily, such that connectivity at intermediate time scales can also be 
assessed. Specifically, we look at τ = 30 and 90 days, which have been used by Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a), 
motivated by their ecological relevance.

We choose an advection timestep Δt of 20 min. When comparing the locations of particles released at the 
same location, but advected with a timestep of 1 min, the average Euclidean distance after 30 days is of the 
order 3 km. Therefore, we assume that using this advection timestep, we are able to resolve trajectories to 
a high degree of accuracy. With such a timestep, given horizontal surface velocity magnitudes in the order 
of 1 m s−1, particles travel approximately 1 km per timestep. Since our bin size is about 60 times larger, this 
timestep is small enough to prevent particles leapfrogging between different bins.
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We release particles at 1 March and 1 September, such that seasonal conditions correspond to high and 
low sea ice extent respectively. We carry out these simulations for each year between 1993 and 2018, which 
allows us to find trends and patterns of connectivity that persist over years. For the year 2017, we carry out 
simulations at the start of each month, in order to investigate seasonal effects.

3.5. Matrix and Graph Construction

The initial and final locations of the simulated particles are used to construct transition matrices P(t0, t0 + τ) 
and their corresponding network description, as described in Section 2.1. While the bin sizes and number 
of initialized particles in our domain discretization vary, these variations are normalized when constructing 
the transition matrix.

Using the icosahedral-hexagonal grid for a discretization into bins, the domain contains 6,614 bins that 
(partially) contain fluid, such that P(t0, t0 + τ) is a square matrix with dimensions 6,614 rows and columns.

3.6. Community Detection Using Infomap

Finally, we obtain a division of our network into clusters by using Infomap (version 1.0.0-beta.51), which we 
configure to take into account the characteristics of our flow network.

To start with, we specify that the network should be interpreted as a directed network. In order for the 
steady-state visiting frequencies to be determined, we use the standard value for the teleportation proba-
bility of σ = 0.15. By making use of the unrecorded teleportation scheme, solutions are robust in the regime 
σ ∈ (0.05, 0.95). For lower values, the steady state visiting frequency π becomes unstable, while for higher 
values, the steady state approaches the weights of each link (see supporting information Text S2 [Lambiotte 
& Rosvall, 2012]).

In addition, we make sure that self-edges, which point from a node i to itself, are included. In fact, P(t0, τ) 
often has values on the diagonal, meaning that particles stay within a bin after timestep τ, making self-edges 
an indispensable part of our flow description.

Furthermore, we only consider a two-level community description, meaning that we do not consider nested 
communities. In a nested description, it can be difficult to assess which communities should be expanded, 
making it hard to compare structures. Instead, we let Infomap only return one layer of communities, which 
are partitioned as to minimize the map equation.

Lastly, different experiments are carried out to determine a Markov-time parameter mt  that produces com-
munities of an appropriate spatial scale. This scale should be large enough to allow for comparison of 
solutions between different seasons and such that we may attempt retrieve oceanographically relevant 
structures.

Each time we run Infomap, we let it run its outer optimization loop 20 times to obtain different stochastic re-
alizations, after which only the partition P with minimum L(P) is saved. This ensures that partitions are of a 
high quality, while keeping computation times reasonably low. Contrary to what Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a) 
report for the Mediterranean, solutions do not converge by running Infomap more often. Instead, L converg-
es only in the coarse- and fine-tuning steps that Infomap executes in one run. The corresponding solution 
depends on the random order in which nodes are moved by the algorithm, such that different runs do not 
produce the same result. A higher quality partition may be found by running Infomap more often, which 
can sometimes yield a better value of L(P), but we later show that further improvements in L(P) have only 
small influences on the global coherence ratio and global mixing parameter.

In all experiments, the same random seeds are used. The seeds are varied when we explicitly aim to compare 
differences in solutions due to Infomap’s stochastic nature (varying the seed value between 1 and 100).

In general, solutions are compared from multiple perspectives. First, the topology is assessed with respect to 
oceanographic features as well as the persistence of boundaries among different solutions corresponding to 
different time intervals. Furthermore, we assess whether our criteria for coherence and mixing are met, as 
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defined in Section 2.3. Lastly, we compare values of L(P) through the map Equation 5. This way, solutions 
are assessed from an oceanographic and information theoretical perspective, and the connection between 
these two perspectives is evaluated.

4. Results
Due to the large temporal extent of our dataset and the various configurations possible with Infomap, there 
are many dimensions through which we can study connectivity in the Arctic using the methods we have 
laid out. For example, to investigate the system at different temporal and spatial scales, we can carry out 
analyses for a range of values of τ and Markov-times. Also, since 26 years of data are available, in principle 
we can run Infomap over many different transition matrices. However, while aiming to provide a compre-
hensive overview of the different features that govern the topology of hydrodynamic provinces, we wish to 
avoid a lengthy and excessive treatment of each variable that could potentially be at play. This motivates 
carrying out the following experiments: first, we compare solutions for one transition matrix obtained with 
different Markov-times and we choose one value to carry out all other analyses with. Then, we aim to assess 

to what extent solution degeneracy introduces variations in community 
topology and our quality parameters among different solutions for four 
transition matrices, corresponding to March and September 2018 and dif-
ferent time scales. Subsequently, we assess the effect of having an open 
boundary in our domain. Having assessed these effects, we investigate 
the persistence of community boundaries over time. Lastly, we examine 
connections between community structures, sea surface velocities and 
sea ice and investigate temporal trends and seasonal cycles.

Maps with hydrodynamic provinces (Figures 1 and 2) are colored with 
arbitrary colors in such a way that two neighboring communities never 
share the same color. However, since Infomap does not have any informa-
tion on how the network is embedded in space, communities can exhibit 
enclaves, meaning that different parts of the same community may not 
be connected in space. Due to limitations in visualization, these enclaves 
are not explicitly indicated in the figures.
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Figure 1. Comparison of solutions returned by Infomap for different values mt  for τ = 30, 90 days (a-f). Particles are 
initialized on t0 = 1 March 2018. White contours indicate the average sea ice extent in March 2018, defined as the 
contour line corresponding to a sea ice concentration of 15%.

Figure 2. Two solutions found for P(t0 = 1 March 2018, τ = 90 days). 
White contours indicate average sea ice extent in March 2018.  
(a) L(P) = 6.6947, 0 ( ) 0.7831t

 P , 0 ( ) 0.3401tM  P  (b) L(P) = 6.6948, 
0 ( ) 0.7934t
 P , 0 ( ) 0.3346tM  P .
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4.1. Choosing a Markov-Time

We investigate hydrodynamic provinces at different spatial scales by tuning the Markov-time parameter 
mt . However, it is a priori not clear what spatial scale should be used. For the sake of consistency, we wish 

to continue with just one value of mt . This value should yield solutions with communities at a spatial scale 
that is, appropriate for analysis for different values of τ. A specific definition of a good spatial scale depends 
on the specific application. Here, we limit ourselves to two broad criteria. On the one hand, we should be 
able to assess which bins to flag as boundary bins. In order to distinguish a community’s boundary from its 
interior, the community should at least be three bins wide. Preferably, communities are even wider, since 
boundary locations can differ among solutions due to degeneracy. If communities are too small, ensembles 
of solutions become too noisy to analyze visually. On the other hand, communities should not be too large 
such that they span tens of degrees latitude or longitude, containing many features that are known to func-
tion as physical barriers to transport, since this would be at odds with our aim of finding communities with 
boundaries that correspond to barriers to transport themselves. Both criteria should hold for the range of 
time intervals τ = 30–90 days.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of solutions returned by Infomap for different values of mt  and τ. There are 
a few similarities between the different solutions. For example, all solutions exhibit a circular configura-
tion of hydrodynamic provinces around the Beaufort Gyre. For τ = 30 days, solutions contain filamental 
structures around the East Greenland Current, indicating that it acts as a barrier in the cross-current 
direction.

Community sizes increase with an increase in τ or mt . This is to be expected, since an increase in τ allows La-
grangian particles to travel farther, thus connecting more bins. Moreover, due to the chaotic nature of ocean 
flow, particles originating from the same bin may over time follow different currents and eddies, such that 
when longer time spans are considered, the spread in particle distributions becomes larger. From a network 
perspective, this decreases the average distance between nodes and a random walker on the network can 
therefore traverse larger distances, connecting bins that are separated by larger distances too. For increasing 
mt , random walkers may also traverse more nodes before having their position recorded. Therefore, it makes 

sense that Infomap draws community boundaries at larger distances as either τ or mt  increases.

For τ = 30 days and mt  = 1.0 (Infomap’s default value), the solution consists of many small communities that 
have sizes that are too small to assess boundary persistence. For this mt  and both values of τ, communities are 
especially small in the presence of sea ice. This makes sense, as the surface velocities in these areas are drasti-
cally lower. In these areas, some communities also consist of many spatially disconnected bins. Communities 
are largest for τ = 90 days and mt  = 3.0. For this solution, one hydrodynamic province spans from the edge of 
the domain at 60°N between Iceland and Norway all the way to the sea ice boundary and protrudes far into the 
sea ice. We deem the value mt  = 3.0 too high, since surface velocities at the sea ice boundary drop drastically 
and it should therefore provide a natural boundary in the system. We choose to continue with mt  = 2.0, since 
the solutions for both values of τ exhibit a community scale that fits both of our broad criteria.

4.2. Individual Solutions and Solution Degeneracy

As discussed in Section 2.2, Infomap suffers from solution degeneracy due to its stochastic and heuristic 
nature. In order to use Infomap to study oceanographic structures, the persistence of boundaries, and tem-
poral trends, we must first evaluate the role that solution degeneracy plays. We do this by running Infomap 
on the same transition matrix with exactly the same parameters, only varying the random seed. We compare 
results for 100 different seeds in terms of codelength, global coherence, global mixing and boundary persis-
tence. Differences in results are then only due to degeneracy.

For 100 solutions obtained for P(t0 = 1 March 2018, τ = 90 days), the average codelength is L(P) = 6.694, 
while the associated standard deviation is 0.011 (from now on reported in parentheses). The average 
global coherence ratio is 0 ( ) 0.7843 ( 0.0067)t

  P , while the average global mixing parameter is 

0 ( ) 0.3392 ( 0.0023)tM   P .

Figure 2 shows the two solutions that have their codelengths closest to the average value. Both solutions 
are good solutions since they have been obtained by running Infomap for each different seed 20 times and 
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picking the partition with the lowest codelength. The codelengths of the two solutions differ by 0.0001. Both 
solutions exhibit similar topologies in the Davis Strait, the Beaufort Gyre, and the Chukchi Sea. However, 
for certain areas, topologies are very different. This can clearly be seen in the Norwegian Sea. The solution 
in Figure 2a separates the Norwegian Sea from the Greenland Sea, while the solution in Figure 2b clusters 
these seas together.

Coherence ratios and mixing parameters exhibit spatial patterns. This can be seen in Figure 3, which shows 
the coherence ratio and mixing parameter associated to each community of the partition depicted in Fig-
ure 2a. Communities that lie close to the boundary of the domain can exhibit low coherence ratio since par-
ticles may exit the domain from these communities. Bins where particles exit the domain are often clustered 
as single communities. In contrast, the community at the center of the Beaufort Gyre shows a coherence 
ratio close to 1, meaning this community retains almost all its particles. This is because around the center of 
the Beaufort Gyre, the flow is anticyclonic with little transport in the radial direction, preventing particles 
from leaving the center.

Mixing parameters are generally higher for communities in ice-free regions, likely due to higher velocities 
and the presence of eddies that can stir Lagrangian particles across a community. Values are especially high 
in the Norwegian Sea, which contains the Norwegian Current which exhibits baroclinic instability (Mysak 
& Schott, 1977). This area is characterized by high mesoscale activity (Hansen et al., 2010). In regions with 
sea-ice, transport is mostly in the anticyclonic direction, preventing particles from efficiently mixing within 
their communities. The solution depicted in Figure 2b exhibits similar patterns in coherence and mixing 
(see Figure S6 in the supporting information).

Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a) investigate the persistence of community boundaries across years. We follow a 
similar procedure to assess the persistence at which Infomap draws boundary locations. We flag the bins 
that lie at the interface between two communities as a boundary bin and assess the frequency at which 
each bin is marked as such among our 100 solutions. This is shown in Figure 4 for March and September 
2018, with τ = 30 and 90 days. We repeated this analysis with icosahedral-hexagonal bins at grid level 6 
(see supporting information Text S6) and found similar persistent boundaries. However, grid level 7 reveals 
structures at a finer scale.

Infomap draws the most boundaries in regions with sea ice. A circular structure around the anticyclonic 
Beaufort Gyre can clearly be seen, coinciding with the underlying anticyclonic flow and the flow of sea 
ice. The circular structure of persistent boundaries reaffirms the notion that flow in the radial direction is 
mostly prohibited. Boundaries are also persistently found separating the Irminger Basin and Iceland Basin 
from each other and the rest of the domain. These basins are physically separated by the Irminger Current, 
coinciding with the Reykjanes Ridge. A boundary also persists at the edge of the continental shelf east of 
Greenland, where the East Greenland Current is located. For τ = 30 days, small communities persist in the 
Norwegian Sea, but locations differ between March and September. Especially for t0 = 1 September, bound-
ary-free regions can clearly be seen. For τ = 30 days, the Norwegian Sea contains ring-like boundaries, with 
radii of the order of 200 km. Their boundary occurrence is between 0.7 and 1. For τ = 90 days Infomap is 
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Figure 3. The coherence ratio (a) and mixing parameter (b) associated to each community in the partition depicted in 
Figure 2a, for P(t0 = 1 March 2018, τ = 90 days).
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less persistent in drawing boundaries in and between the Norwegian Sea and Greenland Sea. For this τ, a 
frontier is visible running from the coast of the Scandinavian peninsula to Novaya Zemlya, isolating the 
White Sea and its outflow.

Next to plotting where Infomap finds persistent boundaries, it is also insightful to investigate which cells 
are persistently clustered together by Infomap, as this is not revealed by the persistence of boundaries (Cal-
atayud et al., 2019). This is further explored in the supporting information (Text S7).

4.3. Sensitivity to Domain Boundary

Having a domain with an open boundary may entail losing information about connectivity between bins, 
since trajectories may also include locations outside the domain. Since particle trajectories are frozen as 
soon as a particle exits the domain, the choice of the domain boundary is of influence on the transition 
probability of a particle. We assess the extent to which our community boundaries are influenced by the 
latitude at which we define our domain. The codelength of a partition yielded by Infomap depends on the 
transition probabilities between bin pairs. Changes in transition probabilities due to shifting the domain 
boundary should be localized to bins that lie close to the boundary. Therefore, we expect the influence of 
our domain choice on the locations of boundaries to be localized at the domain boundary.

We investigate the influence of the location of the domain boundary by comparing the boundary persis-
tence for different domains, but with simulations obtained for the same values of t0 and τ. We choose t0 = 1 
September 2018 and τ = 90 days, such that communities are large enough for the boundary persistence not 
to be too noisy and to reduce the effect of sea ice. Ideally, we would compare to the case where we do not 
have an open domain at all, which can be achieved by expanding the domain to the global ocean. However, 
this would come with increased computational costs, partly due to loading significantly more hydrody-
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Figure 4. Persistence of community boundaries in a set of 100 solutions found for different transition matrices (a-d). 
White contours indicate average sea ice extent in March and September 2018, respectively.
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namical data and also due to the extra computation of trajectories of particles below 60°N. Instead, we 
compare our normal domain bounded at 60°N, for which the boundary persistence is found in Figures 4d, 
to a smaller domain bounded at 70°N. Again, we freeze particles that reach the boundary at 70°N. Since 
particle trajectories are obtained deterministically by using Equation 1, trajectories of particles that do not 
reach latitudes lower than 70°N are the same as when considering a domain bounded by 60°N. Large parts 
of the resulting transition matrix should thus be equal to that of 60°N. We apply Infomap 100 times on the 
transition matrix obtained for the simulation in the modified domain, which for 67% of originating bins 
(columns in the transition matrix) is completely equal to the transition matrix in the original domain. The 
persistence of boundaries in these 100 new solutions is shown in Figure 5a.

Infomap may either draw community boundaries in the two domains at different locations due to the un-
derlying transition matrices being different, either due to particle trajectories not being included or being cut 
short, or it may do so due to its heuristic and stochastic nature. Figure 5b shows the difference in persistence 
of solutions obtained from the 60° and 70°N domains. Here, bins are left white if this difference is lower than 
the standard deviation associated to flagging a bin as a community boundary across the 100 solutions obtained 
using the 70°N domain. This allows us to see where differences in community boundaries are likely due to 
solution degeneracy and where they may be due to the different domain choice. Note that the differences in 
boundaries are significant mostly near the domain boundary. A notable exception is in the Greenland Sea, 
where this difference comprises a large portion of bins. However, differences in the persistence of community 
boundaries here are still small. In general, persistent community boundaries in the interior are not located 
differently. Major differences are localized to the domain boundary. We theorize that when comparing commu-
nities in the 60°N domain to communities obtained from transition matrices for the global ocean, differences in 
boundary persistence should similarly be localized to our current domain boundary at 60°N. We thus assume 
that boundary persistence values as found in Figure 4 are mostly the same as when instead we would have 
considered the global ocean, with differences mainly being localized to the vicinity of the domain boundary.

4.4. Persistence of Transport Barriers Over Time

It is also insightful to assess the persistence of boundaries between hydrodynamic provinces over different 
years. Like Rossi et al. (2014) and Ser-Giacomi et al. (2015a), we take the average of the community bound-
aries of solutions obtained from transition matrices corresponding to different years and seasons. However, 
we take solution degeneracy into account by including 100 solutions for each transition matrix.

Figure 6 shows the persistence of boundaries averaged over the years 2009–2018 for March and September, 
with τ = 30 and 90 days. Each subfigure is thus composed using 10 transition matrices, corresponding to 
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Figure 5. (a) Persistence of community boundaries for 100 solutions obtained for P(t0 = 1 September 2018, 
τ = 90 days), with the redefined domain being bounded by 70°N. White contours indicate average sea ice extent in 
September 2018. (b) Difference in community boundary persistence, obtained by subtracting the persistence in the 
70°N domain in (a) from the persistence in the 60°N domain in Figure 4d. Differences are only shown when they 
exceed the standard deviation associated to flagging a bin as a boundary across the 100 solutions obtained using the 
70°N domain (calculated for each bin).
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each year, and for each transition matrix, 100 solutions are obtained using Infomap. This way, boundaries 
that are due to degeneracy or natural variability are filtered out.

Across all solutions, we again observe a circular structure around the Beaufort Gyre. For particles released in 
September, the East Greenland Current is also persistently visible. The North Atlantic Current, including the 
Norwegian Current and West Spitsbergen Current are prominently visible for particles initialized in September 
with τ = 30 days, and to a lesser extent for the solutions with τ = 90 days. The Irminger Current persists across 
solutions. For τ = 90 days, the solutions for particles initialized in March show a boundary at the north-eastern 
coast of Iceland, while such a boundary is not visible for particles initialized in September. This may be due 
to the seasonality in the strength of the North Icelandic Irminger Current (Logemann & Harms, 2006). For 
τ = 30 days, boundaries occur more often in the Norwegian Sea and Greenland Sea than for τ = 90 days, with 
boundaries not being located persistently. We think these boundaries are related to the high mesoscale activity 
in this region, instead of being due to persistent currents. At shorter time scales, Infomap finds smaller clusters 
in these seas, while for τ = 90 days, particles are sufficiently stirred for these clusters to coalesce.
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Figure 6. Persistence of community boundaries between 2009 and 2018. For each transition matrix (a-d), 100 different solutions are obtained using Infomap.
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4.5. Correlations to Sea Surface Velocities and Sea Ice Concentrations

To better understand how Infomap is affected by the physics that give rise to our transition matrices, we 
investigate and attempt to explain correlations between codelengths, community boundaries, coherence, 
mixing, surface velocities and sea ice concentrations. Of these quantities, codelengths and communi-
ty boundaries pertain to the graph description of our physical system, while surface velocities and sea 
ice concentrations are inherent to the physical fields that govern the dynamics of Lagrangian particles. 
Coherence and mixing are dependent on both the community division found by Infomap, as well as the 
physical trajectories of Lagrangian particles, thus bridging the physical and graph descriptions of our 
system. We note that sea ice concentrations are not explicitly used to determine particle trajectories, but 
the presence of sea ice does influence the surface velocity field and therefore implicitly affects the sys-
tem. In our full time series (1993–2018), sea ice concentration and the seawater velocity magnitude are 
anticorrelated, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of r = −0.36 and an associated p-value of 0 (below 
machine precision).

To investigate the correlation between codelengths, global coherence ratios and global mixing parameters, 
we use a set of 1,000 solutions, comprised of 100 solutions for 10 transition matrices obtained through 
simulations between 2009 and 2018 with t0 = 1 September and τ = 90 days. For these global quantities, we 
find that the codelength and global mixing parameter have a negative Pearson correlation coefficient of 
r = −0.093, with an associated p-value of p = 3.10 × 10−3. Simultaneously, we find a positive correlation 
between codelength and global coherence, with r = 0.18 and an associated p-value of p = 1.40 × 10−8. While 
these correlations have a high statistical significance, they are also weak, and no clear relation can be estab-
lished between codelength, global coherence and mixing.

To locally assess correlations between the velocity, sea ice, coherence, mixing, and boundary persistence 
of each bin, we make use of the same 1,000 solutions for the transition matrices P(t0  =  1 September, 
τ = 90 days) between 2009 and 2018. We use transition matrices with particles released in September, since a 
larger portion of the domain is ice-free. The corresponding boundary persistence can be found in Figure 6c, 
while the other quantities can be found in Figure 7.

Meridional and zonal velocities are averaged per grid cell over September, October and November 2018, 
interpolated onto the icosahedral-hexagonal grid, and converted into mean speed. Sea ice concentrations 
are similarly averaged and interpolated.

We find a positive correlation between mean speed and boundary persistence, with a Pearson correlation 
coefficient of r = 0.38 and p = 0 (below machine precision) in regions where the sea ice concentration is 
less than 0.15. If we include all bins, this statistically significant correlation vanishes. This indicates that in 
ice-free regions, currents indeed correlate to community boundaries and thus provide barriers to transport. 
This correlation disappears in the presence of sea ice, meaning that in the sea ice regime, other factors gov-
ern the existence of boundaries.

When comparing correlations with sea ice, we find a weak positive correlation between coherence ratio and 
sea ice concentration of r = 0.21 and p = 6.30 × 10−69. On visual inspection of the average coherence ratio 
in Figure 7c, this relation to sea ice is difficult to discern. The correlation between sea ice and coherence 
ratio may be biased due to the low coherence ratio of some communities at the edges of the domain, where 
particles may escape to communities containing only a few bins.

The mixing parameter and sea ice concentration are negatively correlated with r = −0.24 and p = 2.60 × 10−88. 
From Figure 7d we can observe that mixing is generally higher in ice-free regions. However, the mixing 
parameter is also low around the East Greenland Current. This makes sense, since this current flows south-
ward, such that within communities in this region, it is only possible for particles to spread to bins that lie 
south. This is similar to the mainly anticyclonic transport around the Beaufort Gyre. In contrast, mixing is 
strong in the Norwegian Sea and Barents Sea. The high mesoscale activity in the Norwegian Sea may pro-
vide relatively efficient mixing in the communities located there.
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4.6. Trends and Seasonality

Since the sea ice extent in the Arctic experiences a strong seasonal variation, which has implications for 
ocean surface flow, we expect the quality of solutions to be affected by this. Furthermore, the decrease in 
summer sea ice extent that has been observed in the past decades is also of influence on surface flow, thus 
it also affects solutions found by Infomap. We assess these effects by looking at the yearly and monthly tem-
poral evolution of solution quality.

4.6.1. Annual Trends

Figure 8 shows the evolution of sea ice, codelength, global coherence ratio and global mixing parameter 
calculated from 100 degenerate solutions obtained for τ  =  90  days and t0  =  1 September for each year 
between 1993 and 2018. Estimated trends are included, based on linear regression. For codelengths, the 
standard deviation associated to the solution degeneracy is much smaller than the differences in average 
codelengths between different years, and is thus hardly visible. This indicates that most differences among 
solutions cannot be attributed to solution degeneracy, but are instead due to differences in the underlying 
flow, mirrored in the transition matrices. The global mixing parameter also exhibits standard deviations that 
are smaller than the variation of mean values between years. In contrast, for the global coherence ratio, the 
standard deviations due to solution degeneracy are of the order of the variation of mean values between 
years.

We find a negative correlation between sea ice area and codelength, with r = −0.44 and p = 0.023. The corre-
lation between sea ice and the global mixing parameter is also negative, with r = −0.75 and p = 9.40 × 10−6. 
We do not find a significant correlation between sea ice and the global coherence ratio.
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Figure 7. Average speed, sea ice concentration, coherence ratio and mixing parameter for each bin. Coherence ratio 
and mixing parameter correspond to average values of the communities a bin is partitioned with in each of the 1,000 
solutions for P(t0 = 1 September, τ = 90 days) between 2009 and 2018. (a) Mean speed in September-October-November 
2009–2018, interpolated on our icosahedral-hexagonal grid. (b) Mean sea ice concentration in September-October-
November 2009–2018, interpolated on our icosahedral-hexagonal grid. (c) Average coherence ratio per bin. (d) Average 
mixing parameter per bin.
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While the sea ice area exhibits a clear downward trend, the codelength and global mixing parameter show 
positive trends, increasing as the Arctic sea ice cover shrinks. The coherence ratio shows a slight downward 
trend, although with a higher p-value than the codelength, sea ice area and mixing.

To supplement the inspection of solution quality in different years, Figure 9 shows the difference of the 
coherence ratio and mixing parameter for the period 2009–2018 (as in Figures 7c and 7d) and 1993–2002 
(Figure S7 in the supporting information). These time spans correspond to the first and last 10 years of our 
dataset. No clear spatial pattern can be seen for changes in the average coherence ratios. An increase in the 
mixing parameter occurs primarily in the East Siberian Sea, Beaufort Sea, Laptev Sea, Kara Sea and Chuk-
chi Sea. These seas are where the summer sea ice loss trends are highest (Meredith et al., 2019). As sea ice 
is anti-correlated with surface velocity magnitude, we theorize that the loss in sea ice allows the stronger 
surface flow velocities to provide more efficient stirring of Lagrangian particles.

4.6.2. Seasonal Effects

Seasonal development of the sea ice area, codelength, global coherence ratio and global mixing parameter are 
assessed by comparing 100 solutions for 12 transition matrices, for which t0 equals the first day of each month 
in 2017, while τ = 90 days Figure 10 shows the monthly evolution of these parameters. For the codelength 
and mixing parameter, a clear seasonal cycle can be observed, with maxima in summer and minima in winter, 
which coincides with the seasonal cycle in sea ice area. Indeed, we find a negative correlation between sea 
ice area and codelength of r = −0.85 with p = 4.00 × 10−4 and a negative correlation between sea ice area and 
the global mixing parameter of r = −0.85 and p = 5.40 × 10−4. A seasonal cycle for the global coherence ratio 
cannot be inferred from the data and we do not find a correlation between sea ice and coherence ratio here. 
Changes in the average global coherence ratio are small compared to the standard deviation due to the solu-
tion degeneracy. A possible explanation for this is that Infomap indirectly optimizes for coherence of particles 
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Figure 8. Evolution of sea ice, codelength, global coherence ratio and global mixing parameter in September between 
1993 and 2018. One hundred solutions have been obtained for each year by initializing particles on the first day of 1 
September. τ = 90 days. Trend regression is indicated in orange, including associated correlation coefficient r, p-value 
(corresponding to a hypothesis test with the null hypothesis corresponding to a zero slope, using the Wald Test), and 
standard error. Standard deviations related to solution degeneracy are indicated using error bars, except for sea ice area. 
(a) Mean sea ice area. (b) Codelength. Standard deviations are on average 0.012, making error bars invisible. (c) Global 
coherence ratio. (d) Global mixing parameter.
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within its communities. Although the flow changes with the seasons, Infomap still finds communities that 
manage to retain their particles to a similar degree.

Since sea ice coverage is minimal in summer, the seasonal cycle of the codelength agrees with the yearly 
trend of increasing codelength as sea ice declines. This also corresponds to what we observe for the mixing 
parameter, which is lower in areas with sea ice and which globally increases over time, as sea ice cover 
decreases. We interpret this as follows: as the sea ice extent declines, surface velocities increase, allowing 
particles to travel larger distances, which increases the connectivity between bins. This in turn reduces the 
distance between edges in the network. This allows a random walker to traverse the network more easily. 
Nodes that were previously visited infrequently, increase in steady-state visiting frequency, making the dis-
tribution of π more balanced. This causes the average codelength to increase, as infrequently visited nodes 
that are assigned larger codewords are visited relatively more frequently. Simultaneously, in areas covered 
by ice, mixing is lower than average. As sea ice disappears and velocities increase, these regions become 
more mixed.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
We have successfully applied the Infomap algorithm to detect hydrodynamic provinces in the Arctic Ocean 
surface by using a network description of the flow. In the context of hydrodynamic provinces, each com-
munity partition returned by Infomap corresponds to a local minimum of the map equation. The standard 
deviation of the codelength due to solution degeneracy is small compared to the differences in codelength 
due to seasonal and yearly variations in flow. Therefore, each individual solution is good in the sense that it 
corresponds to a low average codelength and the corresponding community partition should have bound-
aries to transport such that the transitions between different communities are locally minimized. When 
investigating individual degenerate solutions, such as in Figure 2, different communities in the sea ice free 
domain can be seen to correspond to different seas. Boundaries have been shown to correlate with veloci-
ties, meaning that currents provide effective barriers to cross-community particle exchange. This relation is 
not limited to a statistical correlation: major currents have been shown to coincide with community bound-
aries. However, different partitions may each resolve different physically relevant boundaries. To obtain a 
more complete picture, it is thus useful to consider an ensemble of solutions, such as in Figure 4. These 
solutions only arise from a single transition matrix, whereas seasonal pictures can be obtained by consider-
ing ensembles over different years (Ser-Giacomi et al., 2015).

The boundaries in regions with sea ice seem to arise from the flow slowly moving in a anticyclonic fashion 
around the Beaufort Gyre, coinciding with the flow of sea ice. Particles move in concert along this mostly lam-
inar, concentric flow and do not travel much in the radial direction. This causes a low mixing in this region. 
These factors make the community division exhibit a circular or spiral-like structure. Community boundaries 
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Figure 9. Difference of average coherence ratio and mixing parameter for P(t0 = 1 September, τ = 90 days) between 2009 and 2018 (Figures 7c and 7d) and 
1993–2002 (Supporting information Figure S7). (a) Difference in coherence ratio. (b) Difference in mixing parameter.
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experience a higher degeneracy in sea ice free regions. Sea ice cover is shown to be anti-correlated with 
codelength and global mixing, both seasonally and yearly.

For individual partitions, we note that it is always important to consider the mixing parameter and coher-
ence ratio of the corresponding communities. By only looking at the topology of a community, it may be 
tempting to assume that any two bins that fall under the same community exchange particles with one an-
other. In contrast, in certain communities, the underlying flow may have one clear direction, such that the 
corresponding nodes in the network are not strongly connected. This is the case for example, in communi-
ties that coincide with strong currents, such as the East Greenland Current. In these communities, particles 
generally only travel southward, following the flow. It is also the case for the Beaufort Gyre, where flow is 
restricted to the anti-cyclonic direction.

In many respects, this article extends on the method for identifying hydrodynamic provinces through 
community detection in Lagrangian flow networks as proposed by Rossi et  al.  (2014) and Ser-Giacomi 
et al. (2015a). Foremost, we assessed the role that solution degeneracy plays in yielding different partitions 
and stress the importance of considering ensemble solutions. Other key differences are the consideration 
of the Markov-time parameter, the application to a larger, open domain, an assessment of the evolution of 
global quality metrics in a seasonal and yearly context, and the establishment of correlations between hy-
drodynamic province boundaries, flow speed and sea ice.

Studying flow by using community detection on Lagrangian flow networks may warrant caveats related to 
the limited representation of flow as a network, or related to the community detection algorithm. First, the 
representation of true flow in terms of Lagrangian flow networks is limited by resolution. Especially in the 
Arctic, mesoscale structures are often not yet fully resolved due to the small Rossby radius in many Arctic 
regions. Even when such features are resolved, the network representation of the flow only captures these 
structures statistically. Additionally, since there is a limited amount of trajectories originating from each 
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Figure 10. Monthly evolution of the sea ice area, codelength, coherence ratio and mixing in 2017. One hundred 
solutions have been obtained for each month by initializing particles on the first day of each month. τ = 90 days. 
Error bars indicate the standard deviation due to solution degeneracy. (a) Mean sea ice area. (b) Codelength. Standard 
deviations are on average 0.010, making error bars invisible. (c) Global coherence ratio. (d) Global mixing parameter.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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bin, representation can be improved by increasing the number of Lagrangian particles that is, simulated. 
However, this bears extra computational costs, especially when the grid resolution is increased. Further-
more, the representation of the flow is influenced by having an open boundary. When choosing an open 
domain, it is important to assess to which extent this influences community topologies. For our domain, this 
effect seems to be localized to the domain boundary, and Infomap is still able to find barriers to transport 
that carry physical significance. Nevertheless, this limitation can only be fully overcome by considering flow 
in the global ocean.

Our results are also sensitive to multiple parameters. Naturally, the communities returned by Infomap are 
dependent on t0 and τ, since these parameters govern the time and time scale at which the flow is recorded 
into a transition matrix. In addition, results are sensitive to the choice of the Markov-time parameter. Here 
we choose one specific Markov-time parameter to tune Infomap in such a way that it provides an appropri-
ate spatial scale for our analyses. For more specific applications, it may be difficult to assess which Mark-
ov-time should be considered, since it is impossible to know a priori which Markov-time corresponds to the 
spatial scale at which one wishes to study connectivity.

Here, we considered the community detection algorithm Infomap due to successful previous applications 
and since its underlying algorithm optimizes a balance between high internal connectivity and good coher-
ence, while emphasizing the flow description of a network. However, the way in which Infomap balances 
coherence and mixing cannot be set explicitly.

Furthermore, the degeneracy of solutions makes the interpretation of a single solution misleading. If the 
optimal solution with the minimum average codelength could be found, it should in principle yield a parti-
tion which optimizes our criteria for strong internal mixing and good community coherence. However, this 
solution would have been obtained through cumulative approximations of the flow, for example, arising 
from uncertainties in the observed flow fields, limited spatial and temporal resolutions, a limited amount of 
modeled Lagrangian trajectories, and freedom in parameter choices. Therefore, there is no reason to assume 
that the optimal solution corresponds to a division in communities that carries the most physical meaning. 
This gives further motivation to always consider an ensemble of solutions. Even when an ensemble of solu-
tions is considered, community detection can be useful, but should be interpreted with caution due to the 
propagation of uncertainties, approximations, and errors.

Because the Arctic domain is subject to climate change, we suggest further research into future connectiv-
ity in the Arctic Ocean by using velocity field output from coupled global climate models. This will reveal 
how changes in the climate affect barriers to transport. Another suggestion is to investigate connectivity in 
three-dimensional flows. Regions of up- and down-welling respectively, give rise to divergence and conver-
gence in the two-dimensional surface flow field. Convergence of the flow field is mirrored in the Lagrangian 
flow network by nodes having more incoming edges. In contrast, the three-dimensional velocity field is (by 
approximation) divergence free, which has implications for the distribution of incoming edges in Lagrangian 
flow networks, making it more uniform. It is also interesting to investigate barriers to three-dimensional trans-
port in the Arctic, especially in a changing climate, given its relevance to the Atlantic Meridional Overturning 
Circulation. Lastly, as connectivity has ecological relevance, ecological and marine spatial planning research 
may benefit from the present study and our methods may be further refined for applications in those fields.

Data Availability Statement
Transition matrices, corresponding networks and community data are available under a Creative Commons 
Attribution 4.0 International license and annotated code for this work is available under the MIT license 
(both are available through https://doi.org/10.24416/UU01-IN0OU9).
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